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Newsletter of the Home Wing of Van’s Air Force — Builders and Fliers of Van’s RV Series Aircraft

Editor’s Hanger

A

s you can see this month introduces a new look for
the Home Wing newsletter. I’ve transitioned from
publishing it in Adobe Pagemaker 6.5 to Microsoft Publisher 98. Why? Because I just switched computers and
no longer have my free (compliments of my former employer) copy of Pagemaker. The best street price on it
now is $549 whereas Publisher is $89. Just think what
that extra money could buy in airplane parts. Besides,
someday I’m going to turn this glorious responsibility
over to one of you lucky souls, and many of you already
own Publisher.
I’m pleased to report that of our membership of 148,
48 are now choosing to have their newsletters e-mailed to
them — what I call electronic publishing. Folks, one
more pitch, this is the way to go. Benefits… you get your
newsletter sooner, you see it in glorious color, you can
print it on your printer for archiving and get probably
better quality than the mass photo-copied version. Then
there’s the money issue; it saves the group considerable
money that can then be spent on tools or events. Again,
changing is simple, just send me an e-mail and let me
know… voila.
You’ll note that this issue has quite a few more pictures in it — I just bought a digital camera. This means
that I can easily pack this thing full of photos with great
ease, at least as long as I’m there to take them. More of
you are getting the handy little things every day too,
which means you’re going to be sending me more photos,
right? For those of you without e-mail or digital cameras
please consider sending in your regular photos, I can
scan them. I’m sure you’d agree, pictures make things
much more interesting.
With all modesty I really think this is our best issue
ever. I live in fear of running out of material to fill these
pages with. My recurring nightmare is that I’ll have to
publish an issue with just the meeting notice and classifieds in it. In the almost-year that I’ve been doing this
however that has never happened. Our regular list of
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contributors have kept the pages full. We owe them all a
thank you. The most prolific have been Kevin Lane,
Brian Moentenich, and The Duck (Don Wentz). True to
form both Kevin and Don have submissions yet again in
this issue. But back to this issue. I think it’s our best because not only are the articles interesting, but it’s full of
PICTURES. I also think the new layout template is
pretty spiffy and a step forward on the evolutionary
chain, hope you agree.
Enjoy it, and keep building!
...Randy Lervold

January Meeting Recap
Our january
meeting was
held and Dan
and
Sun
Benua’s beautiful new home
just off Skyline Drive near
Hillsboro. The
man in the picture is Dan
himself, and
he’s smiling
because
not
only does he
have a beautiful new shop
Who is this man, and why
to finish his RV
is he smiling?
in, but IT’S ALMOST DONE! Looks to me that he could be flying this
year.
Dan is about 4 1/2 years into his project. His powertrain is a new O-360 and Hartzell constant speed from
Van’s to which he’s added an Airflow Performance fuel
injection system.
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Special features include fiberglass wing root fairings
that Dan built himself from scratch. Dan says “once I got
into the fiberglass I kind of just kept going”.
Costmetically speaking, he’s chosen a very nice color
of charcoal gray for his interior — a nice change of pace
from the usual light gray. His shop is all set up for painting so after
finishing his
panel
and
wiring
it
looks
like
he’ll
have
some stories
to tell us
about exterior coatings. Dan’s firewall forward installation. Very nice work!
(we look forwad to the article you’re going to write Dan)
The were lots of Van’s folks was there to chat with also and Phil
Rivel was drafted to take us through the new pre-made wiring harness for
the RV-8 series. This should be available shortly and should be priced at
around $300. For those with electrical system phobias this should be just
the ticket. (personally I only have a ProSeal phobia, I like electrical work)
Thanks to Van’s for the demo, and especially to both Dan and
Phil Rivel from Van’s shows us the brand
Sun
for
hosting!
new RV-8 pre-made wiring harness.
...Randy

I couldn’t resist such
beautiful machinery.
This is Dan’s Airflow
Performance fuel injection throttle body installation. I put this
photo in here just to
show you how great
these high-res digital
images can look. Those
of you viewing this on
your screens will likely
be struck by the detail
of this photo.
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The Hiatus

Events Calendar

By Don Wentz
Meeting coordinator:
Randall Henderson
503-297-5045
randall@edt.com

MONTHLY MEETING:
2nd Thursday of every month at various locations, 7:00
pm.
This month: 2/11/99
The February meeting of the Home Wing of Van’s Air
Force will be held at Harmon Lange's home in Warren,
Oregon. Harmon makes all the landing gear for Van's
Aircraft, has built an RV-4 and an RV-6A. This should
be an especially interesting meeting for RV-6A builders
as they will be able to check out Harmon's "runway
simulator" that he built to test nose gear legs as featured
in the last issue of the RVator.
Directions:
To get there, take Hwy 30 North to the
town of Warren (5 miles North of
Scappoose). Turn left on Church Road.
Go 1.5 miles to a stop sign. Go straight
about .4 mile. Turn Right into the yard
opposite a huge tree. The address is 33094 Church Road,
Warren, OR
Tentative plan for the next few months:
February ......Harmon Lange
March ..........Van’s
April ............Randy Lervold
May .............Troutdale Airpt. (Brian M. and Kevin L.)
June .............Scappoose Airpt. (RV fly-in)

Hiatus - Webster's defines this as "an interruption in
time or continuity". So, I guess that applies. After 4
years of enjoying my RV-6, I think it's time for 'a hiatus'.
Why? Well, being fortunate enough to have the
funds and a supportive wife, I was able to finish my RV
before I was 40, and while my kids were still very young.
Now I find it increasingly more difficult to make the decision "boy it's nice out, should I fly or do something
with the kids?" In addition, there are many things about
my RV that I need to fix, want to change, etc., and I
think a long down time would allow me to finish that
stuff - once and for all. The only good way to do that is
to remove the wings and take the thing home where I can
take all the time I need and do things right in the warmth
and comfort of my garage.
Rather than another annual where I do a few required things and rush to get it back in the air, I want to
do everything this time. The engine is not running well
anymore, 2 cylinders are getting very soft. At only 600
hrs SMOH you ask? Well, that's right. Some folks say
that's standard. I hope not, but, I also can't say what I
did that caused two cylinders to go soft while 2 didn't.
The 2 front cyls, 1 and 2, are fine, mid 70s for compression. The rears are not. Does this mean the rears are
getting hotter than the fronts due to the lack of outlet
area in my cowl? Hard to say. I'll wait until they are
fixed and get some opinions from the engine guy.
Here are some of the things I plan to do:
Wings • Sand and buff the bottoms (runs and orangepeel all
over), including the ailerons, and flaps.
• Remove unused wire (unused circuits and some
grounds - weight).
• Install real production level Duckworks landing
lights in the proper outboard bays (will need to fill
the old holes somehow).

EAA CHAPTER 105 Pancake Breakfast:
First Saturday of every month at Twin Oaks Airpark,
8:00 am, $4.00 (always lot’s of RVs to look at too!)
This month: 2/6/98

EAA CHAPTER 105 Monthly Meeting:
Third Thursday of every month at the EAA 105 hangar/
clubhouse, Twin Oaks Airpark, 7:00 pm
This month: 2/18/98
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Fuselage • Sand and buff the areas that need it, including the
rudder and horizontal stab.
• Remove the heavy, improperly shaped gear leg fairings and replace with Van's latest.
• Convert to 2-piece wheelpants.
• New intersection fairings (I know how to do them
now).
• New brake lines (from brakes to engine compartment).
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•

Install fiberglass strip across canopy seam/roll bar
(cosmetic and to stabilize a canopy crack).

Cowl • Rethink front due to constant speed prop induced
breaking of center forward fasteners.
• Replace hinge pins in top to firewall joint with 1/8",
with portion turned-down for corners.
• This is to remove the slop in that hinge. It uses 3/32
rod in 1/8 hinge which allows movement. This movement grinds away at the hinge creating black dust.
• With the new CS prop, the hinge pins now back out
every flight. Larger pins won't.
• Repair cracks in scoop and gelcoat and repaint.
• OR, replace cowl completely with new lightweight
unit (ugh!)
Engine Remove at least 2 cylinders for overhaul (low compression). Possibly send all 4 to Bart for checkout
and 9.2:1 pistons/rings.
• Re-think fuel system
• Possibly move boost pump inside cockpit out of heat.
• Install diverter valve to allow flushing hot fuel prior
to hot starts.
• Re-think/mount oil pressure/hobbs senders (eliminate
one hose).
• Re-think/redo baffling for better seal.
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•
•

New canopy lift struts.
Finish glareshield with fabric to reduce reflections.

I know this is a big list, and a lot may seem cosmetic
or not necessary. But, there are many things that I
rushed trying to get the thing done in time for my 2
month vacation. I need/want to redo these things since I
have seen/learned better ways since. It has also gotten
considerably overweight, so I want to do what I can
about that. Randall is taking his time now and re-doing
or 'right'-doing the stuff the first time. That's a good
idea.
So, I'm going to take a year or so off completely and
do it right. When I'm done, my annuals should be much
easier, and my annual down times can be limited to a few
weeks, rather than a few months. Plus, the airplane will
be better and even more enjoyable to fly. Just think how
exciting that 'first' flight will be after so long out of it!

•

Cockpit • Remove excess wires/ground returns (some senders
came with extra long wire that I didn't shorten to remove excess).
• Rewire/repair/relocate lighting system/dimmer circuits.
• Now that I've flown it at night, I find that my locations for some of the cockpit lighting were poorly
chosen.
• One dimmer circuit has failed as well.
• Rewire/rethink some of the circuits/terminal strips to
clean up/improve (neatness, ease of locating, etc).
• Remove very heavy insulation and replace with
lighter material on firewall and floor.
• New carpet.
• Move rudder pedals/bars aft and up to improve foot
positioning.
• Add locating pins to canopy rails to keep canopy
from lifting and spreading during flight (Eliminate
wind noise/whistling and drafts).
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…The Duck

What I Did On My
Summer Vacation - 1998
by Kevin Lane
(Randy has been pumping me again for some
text, we’re all aware by now that he’ll print anything!)
So it was back in the summer of ‘98. The
RV had completed it’s first significant cross country
in April to Sun-N-Fun almost flawlessly (CC Brown
rescued me in Laramie with his brake shoe pads). I
had an appointment in New York city to see a neurosurgeon. “Let’s fly”, I told my wife. “Well, I
wouldn’t dream of driving back there”. “No, not
commercial, fly the RV”. “to New York? Where
would we land?”. “I don’t know, at least I’ve got a
transponder now”.
The weather was not looking good in the upper
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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midwest. I had left four days to get across the country, since I was strictly VFR. Ellen had never flown
with me more than a hour at a time so I kept the
first day short and easy. We departed Troutdale at
2:30 pm with a first stop at Burns, OR for fuel. Got
a $4,200/two-color/let me show you the 450 planes
I’ve painted estimate also. Then it was Winnemucca, NV and Ely, NV at 7 pm to call it a day.
There were three airplanes total in Ely now. Guess
what two of them were? We ended up at the Ramada Copper Queen which it turns out is also a casino, with a budget. The view from the pool was
mostly the back sides of slot machines.
We blasted off from Ely at 6:15 am and headed
for Bryce Canyon. And what to our wondering eyes
did appear but a brand new runway and a million
dollar office complete with the nicest of craftsman
style furniture, all out in the middle of nowhere.
Turns out that there are charter flights from all over
the west coast into Bryce. You can then get a Waco
ride through the canyon. The bi-plane sits by itself
in a log hanger which is on the national register of
historic places. The logs are actually the slabs cut
from squaring up saw lumber. Even the huge trusses
were made from slabs.
We decided that we would take a quick tour of
the canyon. We passed through Dulce, NM,
Alamosa, CO (Great Sand Dune National Park,
900’ tall) and eastward where we squeezed through
a mountain pass at 12,400’ and still looked up at
mountains to each side. It was fun to jump in and
help a west bound Cessna with a 5 minute old pilot
report about wind turbulence after flight watch only
had 4 hour old info.
We flew over Garden City, KS and landed for
the night in Wichita/Riverside airport. This airport
was hard to find then looked abandoned with tall
grass growing up from the cracks. They did give us
an open hanger for the night which was nice. The
hangers were unusual in that they were of concrete
tilt up construction with concrete roofs, open front
and back. As we were leaving the airport owner
drove past the far end of our T-hanger building. At
the far end the walls were tilting easily ten degrees
out of vertical. “yeah, we don’t put any planes in
down there anymore” All I could envision was a big
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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domino effect. “they’ve been leaning for some
twenty years now”.
When we left Wichita the next morning I was
looking through the AOPA directory and realized
that we could have stayed at another airport nearby,
home of the CAF. It hadn’t sunk in before. We
could have stayed at the home of the Confederate
Air Force. So what if it’s a turf strip and no motels
nearby.
The next morning we leave as the sun rises and
pass over Iola, KS, then Lebanon, MO for gas, and
fly up the Mississippi past downtown St. Louis and
the arch. We can see our old neighborhood just past
the brewery.
Winds are strong out of the west. We have seen
as high as 220 mph ground speeds as we cruise at
8,000’. We have been flying 99% of the time using
the Lowrance 300 GPS to give instructions to the
Nav-Aid auto pilot, so I am just controlling pitch,
which never seems to settle down. (maybe it that
300 pounds of luggage Ellen brought — just kidding, we have but 60 lbs.)
We arrive in Columbus, OH at 11:20 am. We
have been cooking and could have made NYC easily. My Dad takes some convincing that it’s OK to
drive out on the ramp to pick up our luggage. We
spend a night with the folks (that’s “rents” if you’re
under 30). The next morning it’s some free rides,
“no, I don’t want my morning roll”, and we’re off
to Washington County, PA, State College, and
West Milford, NJ.
I was beginning to anticipate my initiation to
class Bravo airspace in Teterboro, NJ, and hoped I
was prepared. Wow, just like they write about in
Flying magazine. I quickly learned that the heading
function on the auto-pilot was a very useful feature.
I had never really seen a need for it before. We also
discovered that even though the tower told you
where to fly, how high to fly, and where to look for
traffic, that other Cessnas were flying about without
any controller knowing. We enter base, and turn a
long, long final. I am showing 140 mph and probably a bit high to boot. I pull the throttle off completely and the controller says “N3773 don’t slow
down now, I have jet traffic behind you”. Yes, I’m
intimidated. I do as he says. Now I’m at the right
altitude but still going 140 mph and we’re just about
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around by the prop hub. I’ve had to modify some tie
down ropes. They must be 60’ apart, and forget the
tail.
So, the Beverly Hillbillies have arrived, no paint,
raw fiberglass, fixed pitch prop (do they still use
those?), and to top it off , a big blue tarp for a canopy cover. So what does the corporate pilot say as
he steps out of his GS-4? “Wow, an RV-6A, I’ve
always dreamed of building one of those”.
Stay tuned next month for the “over the blimp,
around the Statue, and up the Hudson“ part of the
story.

over the numbers. It’s way too fast for flaps yet and
a go around will really mess up the works.
I’ve never tried this before but what would a
side slip do? I warn Ellen that we are going to side
slip. It helps some (reducing airspeed, not Ellen),
enough to get the flaps down. We touch down mid
field. Ground comes on next, “where are you going?”. I don’t have a clue. “Transient parking.”
“Which one?” “The cheapest.” “We can’t tell you
rates”, “OK, the closest”. I walk in the office and
ask about the tie-down fee. “Twenty eight dollars a
night”, “no, I don’t know the others rates”, she
snarls. Boy, do I miss being in NJ, I don’t think
we’re in Kansas anymore, Toto.
It doesn’t look good, the other places have
names like Millionaires Alley. By parking at the far
end of the same chunk of tarmac I paid $14 dollars
a night, such a deal. So there we stood waiting for
the little golf cart to pick us up. You have to realize
what Teterboro is like. If a plane has a propeller it
certainly has two. I can see very few that carry less
than eight passengers. Nobody is towing their plane

...Kevin, N3773

Local Boy Makes
Good
Most of you belong to the EAA
and have seen this picture before…
on your January issue of Sport
Aviation magazine. If you don’t
belong you should, it supports our
cause!
Page 18 begins an in-depth
story on Harmon Lange; his career, his association with the EAA,
his business, his wife, and his airplanes. An interesting story indeed,
and all of this on the eve of having
our meeting at his place (see the
meeting notice).
Cover of January 1999 issue of EAA’s Sport Aviation
magazine featuring one of our own!
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Home Wing supports young Eagles Program
At the suggestion of Don
Wentz, and on behalf of all
Home Wing members, we have
made a contribution of $100 to
the EAA Young Eagles program
this past fall. Don came up with
the idea after last year’s fly-in.
After we got around to writing
the check, and then to mailing it,
a few months went by. Anyway, they received our contribution as appreciate it. We received a thank you letter
from Joe Schumacher, the Director of Aircraft Operations.
Thanks, Home Wingers!
...Randy
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Toolaholic
Hand Nibbler

By Randall Henderson
This is a tool I waited way to long to get. I certainly have
known that they exist, and it's low cost enough that it's
one of those tools you just might as well get to have
around in case you need it. But I just never got around
to getting one until recently. I'm here to tell you, don't
make that mistake! This is a handy little bugger to have.
The tool I'm talking about is a hand nibbler, made
for cutting holes or odd shapes in thin steel or aluminum.
For holes all you have to do is drill a pilot hole 3/8" dia.
or so, and you can go from there with the nibbler. These
are the baby brother to another tool you might have
seen -- the air nibbler. Unlike it's big brother, it won't do
heavy gauge steel, but it handles up to .032 aluminum
or .016 stainless just fine (possibly thicker but I've never
tried it). Plus it's quite small so it can be used in cramped
quarters -- perfect for cutting larger holes in your
firewall, of which there is at least one (see below).
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The one I got is pretty cheezy looking, but I didn't
care about that after I found how easy it was to cut the
2" diameter hole in my firewall for my heat box. Especially when I thought about the alternatives -- the best I
came up with was a fly-cutter chucked in a hand drill
(yes this can be done -- I have done it but it wouldn't
work for me in this location) or make a mess of it with a
drill and shears. There may be better ways to do it but I
expect they cost a lot more than this little guy. It does
deform the metal a bit and can make as jagged of an edge
as you let it, but if you're careful you won't have to spend
too much time with a file cleaning it up afterwards.
I picked mine up at (where else?) Falk Hardware in
Beaverton. Cost was $21 there, but I later called
Lucille's Tools in Hillsboro and they told me they have
imported versions for just under $7. No idea about the
difference in quality although the $21 one seems to me to
be a bit overpriced.
...Randall
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Upholstery & Cabin Cover
Source
(While on the RV List I spotted a message about another supplier of upholstery and cabin covers, Sam
Knight. Following is his response to my inquiry for information. I can‘t recommend him because I haven’t
bought anything, but I thought I‘d pass the information
along. ...Randy)
Thank you for your inquiry about RV upholstery products and request for photos. Samples of fabrics will be
provided upon request. Please indicate what type fabric
you are interested in and what color range.
I have several interior upholstery products for other
models of kitplanes. Prices and photos for the RV-8 are
available now.
I will not be at at OshKosh, but my interiors will.
There should be some of my interiors in the RV-6 and
RV-4 and RV-8 there, but I don't know whose will be
there. You might ask the owners or you might be able to
match the interiors with the photos I sent out.
If you have any further questions or comments or if
you were unable to read any attachment, please let me
know. You may contact me at telephone (208) 342-2602
or e-mail: cknight@rmci.net
Sincerely,
Sam Knight
"Fly by Knight" Upholstery Products
KNIGHT AIRCRAFT INTERIORS, INC.
2293 South Ridgeview Way
Boise, Idaho 83712
Phone/Fax: (208) 342-2602
RV-8 UPHOLSTERY AND INFORMATION
Seats
Cordura . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 445.00
Velour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 480.00
Tweeds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 480.00
Also, call for information on:
Co-Pilot Stick Covers
Cabin Covers
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Special Deal!

Attention AOL Users!

We would like to offer the members Home
Wing, a 30days/first order 10% discount.
In other words on their first order placed
by or before Feb. 15, 1999. We will deduct 10% off the price of the goods ( Discounted amount does not include shipping or taxes). We
are AAMR/AirCore located in Seattle, WA. Our OnLine Secure Order Site is at http://members.aol.com/
aamrelectr/index.html We are a distributor of Mil Spec
aircraft rated electrical connectors and related product.
We sell in small quanties and are aviation home builder
friendly. Our office # is 206.242.2527,and we have a 24
hr. toll free fax/message line at 1.800.431.3789 When
you place an order please be sure to ID yourself as a
Home Wing member in the comments area of the order
form and we’ll deduct 10%.

Some of you who use AOL have reported confusion with
file attachments such as this newsletter. Since I don’t use
AOL I can’t help, but member Gary Palinkas can…
Randy,
Just got done reading the January Home Wing
newsletter. What a great job. Looks very good on screen
and I can't wait to print it at the office instead of at
home with my inkjet printer. I found it easy to locate
after receiving it and I am including a short
"instruction set for AOL Users". Not very much different from your browser I would suspect. I do use a Macintosh and it may very slightly but Intel users should
also be able to use the instructions:

Again THANKS.
John Caldwell @AAMR/AirCore

AOL INSTRUCTIONS:
After receiving your Homewing Newsletter, AOL will
place it in the "Online Downloads" folder (directory) in
your AOL Folder. The Newsletter is written with a program by Adobe that produces PDF files. You will need a
PDF viewer to read the Newsletter. You can get it FREE
from www.adobe.com on the internet or check with a
friend if your not internet savvy yet.

NW Aviation Conference

1. Open Adobe Acrobat Reader (The application
needed to read PDF files)
2. Use the File menu to select the "OPEN" command.
3. Navigate to the AOL folder (directory) and select the
"Online Downloads"
4. folder (directory)
5. Select the file you want to open. Example "99January.PDF" (The January
6. Newsletter)
7. Select the "OPEN" command and after a short time
you will be viewing the Homewing Newsletter.

I extended the date to the 15th. of Feb. Does that give
you enough time? If not let me know what time frame
will work.

The Northwest Aviation Conference is being held once
again at the Western Washington Fairgrounds in Puyallup, Washington. Dates are February 27 and 28, 1999.
I will be flying a C-182 up, may have a seat available.
Not sure yet which day yet however. Anyone wanting the
last seat let me know, or if you have a seat available I
can try to hook people up who have/need rides.
Randall Henderson
503-748-7896
randall@edt.com
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That's it!
Gary Palinkas
RV 6 QB, N198RV (Reserved)
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Classifieds are free to Home Wing members. Ads will run for three
months. Send to editor by e-mail or mail. Renewals ok, just let editor
know. Date at end of the ad is last month ad scheduled to run.

FOR SALE
RV-6 Empennage Kit - HS partially complete, otherwise still boxed. Non-pre punched version. First $100
takes, Greg Strom 360-833-1211, 4/99
RV-6 project - Tail kit complete. Wings complete, (fuel
tanks pressure tested). Fuselage mostly complete.
Needs finishing kit. More work finished than a “Quick
Build” kit. Nice workmanship. Photos / video, or just
come inspect. Finances (and new baby) force sale.
(We’re keeping the baby!!) Make offer. Mark Miller
(360) 896-3469 mmm@worldaccessnet.com, 3/99
IO-320 B1A - 1965, 1,500 TT, fuel injected, hollow
crank, running in twin Commanche when removed in
1991, no damage. Inside dry storage. Could include
new RV-4 engine mount, Dynafocal 2. All logs from
new, $7,500. Call Jim Fernandez, 425-455-4590 3/99
RV-4 jig - . Built by Keith Cook. He built a fuselage on
it, then Gary Standley built his fuse on it, then Steve
Harris, then Brent Anderson, and now me. Gary says
Keith doesn’t want it back, but wants it passed on to
other builders. It is ipso facto a builders’ group jig, so
perhaps it should be listed in the Tool Exchange. It is
under the eave of my garage now, but Gary said he
would clear a place for it in his shop until someone
wants it. It is a really nice jig made of clear straight lumber. Call Rion @ 670-1144, 646-8763 or Gary @ 5919040, 4/99
RV-8 Fuselage Jig - Built to factory specs. $95, Richard Wood 503-640-9453, 2/99
Narco 841 Digital ADF - Tellow-tagged with warantee,
antenna and all the wiring. Call Larry Dennis 503-6559236, 2/99
Westech dual EGT/CHT gauge - Includes three egt
sensors and three plug type cht sensors, used for 10hrs,
work fine. $100 kevin 233-1818, 2/99
Mixture Cable for sale – This is a custom length ACSA800, similar to Van's "CT RED VMIXTURE" but different length and throw. Specs are as follows:
∗ Red (vernier) knob 58" long from nut hub at cockpit
end to end of cable at carb end
∗ 1 5/8" throw
∗ Threaded sleeve at 51 1/2"
∗ P/O cover
∗ 10-32 end
∗ Similar to Van's "CT RED VMIXTURE" but different
length and throw.
NOTE: The throw on this cable is set up for the MA4-5
carb with the SHORT mixture control arm, which is
NOT standard on the carburetors that come on Van's O360-A1A, but may be used on this carb or other versions of it. If you think you might want this cable, be
sure to measure the throw on your carb. Contact Ran-
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dall Henderson, (503) 297-5045 randall@edt.com, 5/99
Duckworks Landing Lights - Retro-fittable, light, easy
installation. Kits start at $69, discount for Home Wingers. Don Wentz, 503-696-7185
Van’s Air force Apparel - Home Wing member discount, see at web site http://www.edt.com/homewing/
emblem.html
• Limited edition VAF hats, gray crown with black bill.
• Four color 100% embroidered jacket patches.
• Van’s Air Force jackets, MA-1 style, black w/red
liner, VAF patches on shoulder and breast, pencil
pocket, optional name patch.
Purchase all from Randall Henderson, 503-297-5045 or
catch him at a meeting.
RV-ATION BOOKSTORE - 54+ books and videos specifically for the RV builder and pilot. Call or write for a
FREE catalog; (970) 887-2207, PO Box 270, Tabernash, CO 80478. Or see our web page at www.
rvbookstore.com Featured item: 18 YEARS OF THE
RV-ATOR is now available
BACK ISSUES are available at $2.00 each including
postage. Limited availability, contact newsletter editor.

WANTED
HELP... Lost Binder! - Approximately eight months
ago Jerry Vangrunsven loaned out the binder that he,
Judy, and Stan had put together of RV-6A paint shcemes. It has yet to be returned and they can’t remember
who they loaned it to. Your help is needed in locating it.
It was a dark blue large ring binder filled with photos of
RV-6As. If you know who might have it please call Jerry
or Judy at 503-648-3464.

Use ‘em!
I’d like to encourage all you members to take advantage of the classified section. Since it’s free why not take
a stab at unloading that unused airplane stuff. Besides,
it’s kind of interesting to look at all the odds ‘n ends for
sale.
Please note that the date at the end of each ad is the
expiration date. They run for three months and then are
dropped unless you want them renewed by notifying me.
...Randy
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The Tool Exchange
The Home Wing owns a selection of tools for use by
its members. The Toolmeister is Brent Ohlgren, 503288-8197. Call either Brent or the member who has the
tools to arrange use. Please remember to ALWAYS let
Brent know where these tools are.

Other benevolent members also have tools they may
be willing to loan. Let the editor know if you have jigs,
tools, shop space, etc. to loan, exchange, or otherwise
provide — at NO COST — or if you are looking for
something specific to borrow. And whether your item is
listed here or not, go ahead and bring it to the meeting.

Item

Item

Owner/lender

HVLP paint sprayer

Custom cutting wheel mandrel
(for cutting your canopy)

Stan VanGrunsven

Prop tach (calibrate your tach)
Engine stand

Butch Walters
Don Wentz

360-636-2483
503-696-7185

Engine hoist
Precision chemical scale
(for measuring Pro Seal)

Norm Rainey
Brent Anderson

360-256-6192
503-646-6380

Hole template for instrument panel
Wire crimping tool & die
Brake lining rivet set
Tune-up & annual kit (compression checker, mag timing light, timing dial,
mag adjustment tool, plug gapper, high voltage cable tester, and plug vibrator cleaner.

Subscriptions Due
Look at the date under your address on the cover.
THAT IS THE DATE YOUR $10 IS DUE. Use the
form at the back of this newsletter to subscribe or renew.
If you are paid up but the date doesn’t reflect this please
send the editor an e-mail.

Phone / e-mail

Surveyor's transit level (handy way Bill Kenny
to level wing and fuselage jigs

503-590-8011

Back riveting contraption (large, Bob Neuner
counterweighted bucking bar and
suspension system and offset back
rivet sets

503-771-6361

Lead crucible (for melting lead for Doug Stenger
elevator counterweights)

503-324-6993

Table saw taper jib (for tapering Carl Weston
wing spar flange strips)

503-649-8830

48" pan break located at hanger Kevin Lane
PLS D-10 at Troutdale if an RV
builder needs some metal bent.

233-1818

Home Wing Newsletter Subscription/Renewal
Please fill out and mail to Randy Lervold, 5228 NW 14th Circle, Camas, WA 98607, along with $10 for renewals
or new subscriptions. Please make checks payable to either Randy Lervold or Home Wing. If you are renewing you
only need to give your name, date, payment method, and any other information that has changed. Use this form for address changes too!
Name:

Spouse:

Address:

Home phone:

City, State, Zip:

Work phone:
E-Mail:

Project:
RV-3
RV-4
RV-6
RV-6A
RV-8
RV-8A

Status:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Empennage
Wings
Fuselage
Finish kit

Home Wing – Van’s Air Force

Flying

o
o
o
o
o

Payment:
Check:
Cash:
Info change only:

Newsletter

o
o
o

Distribution:

Mail
E-mail (pdf)

o
o
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Disclaimer: The Van’s Air Force Home Wing newsletter is in no way a publication of Van’s Aircraft or any other corporation. All products
reviewed or mentioned are not necessarily recommended for use by the Home Wing, but are included for informational purposes only. All
builders tips represent only the means by which the builder whose name is associated with the tip chose to build his/her aircraft. Builder’s
tips are not meant to replace the plans and instructions from Van’s Aircraft. All builder’s tips are presented only as a source of information
and a forum for exchange and the sharing of ideas and construction methods. NO responsibility or liability is assumed, expressed, or implied as to the suitability, accuracy, safety or approval thereof. Any party using the suggestions, ideas, or examples does so at their own risk
and discretion and without recourse against anyone. The editor of the Home Wing newsletter and the builder’s tips submitters are not responsible for any product or builder’s tips misuse, incorrect construction, or design failure, nor any other peril. Any material printed within
may be reprinted without permission, but please give credit to the original source and author. If the original source is not the Home Wing
newsletter, it is not necessary to credit the Home Wing newsletter, only the original source and author. The Home Wing newsletter is published more or less monthly. Subscriptions are $10/year. Complimentary issue for new builders upon request. Mail subscriptions, ideas,
tips, tricks, and articles to the newsletter editor.

Home Wing contacts:
Newsletter Editor ................................. Randy Lervold 360-817-9091, 5228 NW 14th Circle, Camas WA 98607
Newsletter e-mail ................................. RandyLervold@csi.com
Meeting Coordinator ............................ Randall Henderson 503-297-5045
Fly-In Leader ....................................... Don Wentz 503-543-2298
Archivist (keeper of the back issues) ..... Carl Weston 503-649-8830
Official website .................................... www.edt.com/homewing
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